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Introduction: Carbonaceous chondrites are considered as 
amongst the most primitive Solar System samples available. One 
of their primitive characteristics is their enrichment in volatile 
elements.This includes hydrogen, which is present in hydrated 
and hydroxylated minerals. More precisely, the mineralogy is 
expected to be dominated by phyllosilicates in the case of CM 
chondrites, and by Montmorillonite type clays in the case of CI. 
Here, in order to characterize and quantify the abundance of low-
temperature minerals in carbonaceous chondrites, we performed 
thermogravimetric analysis of matrix fragments of Tagish Lake, 
Murchison and Orgueil. 

Methods: Chunks of the matrix of Murchison, Tagish Lake 
and Orgueil were extracted for TGA analysis following [1]. TGA 
experiments were performed with TGA/SDTA 851e Mettler To-
ledo under the following conditions: sample mass of about 10 
mg, platinum crucible of 150 µl with a pinhole, heating rate of 10 
°C min-1, and inert N2 atmosphere of 50 ml min-1. Sample mass 
loss and associated thermal effects were obtained by 
TGA/SDTA. In order to integrate the different mass loss steps, 
the TGA first derivative (mass loss rate) was used. TGA appara-
tus was calibrated in terms of mass and temperature. A total of 
about 15 reference minerals were analyzed for comparison. 

Exchangeable water: The three samples studied show sig-
nificant endothermic mass loss below 200°C. Two distinct peaks 
are present on the first derivative curve in the case of Murchison 
and Orgueil, corresponding to adsorbed H20 (peak centered at 
70°C) and water molecules trapped in mesopores (peak centered 
at 130°C). Tagish Lake shows the presence of adsorbed H2O on-
ly. The total amount of this “exchangeable” water is 2.8, 6 and 
7.8 wt % for Murchison, Tagish Lake and Orgueil respectively. 
-OH bearing mineral phases: In the case of Orgueil, a signifi-
cant amount of mass loss is centered at 250°C, likely related to 
the decomposition of ferrihydrite, confirming previous studies 
[2]. In addition, mass releases are observed at 570°C and 730°C, 
which can be attributed to serpentine and Mg-rich phyllosilicate. 
In the case of Murchison, the occurrence of a Mg-rich serpentine 
is suggested by the presence of a mass loss at 730°C, together 
with cronstedtite (mass loss at 380°C and 545°C). Tagish Lake 
shows a thermal behavior distinct from that of Murchison and 
Orgueil since (i) Mg-serpentine appear to be absent (ii) the first 
derative curve shows that the mass loss occurs at 570°C with a 
shoulder at 520°C.  

Conclusions: This study shows that TGA enables to quantify 
the amount of “exchangeable water” for a given meteorite sam-
ple. This water might play a dynamic role on the early water cy-
cle of hydrous asteroids. In addition, TGA are of great help for 
estimating the H budget in various chondrite groups and under-
standing the radial transfer of volatiles in the Solar System. 
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